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Abstract

Science gateways have been widely utilized by a large number of user communities

to simplify access to complex distributed computing infrastructures. While science

gateways are still becoming increasingly popular and the number of user communities

is growing, the fast and efficient creation of new science gateways and the flexibil-

ity to deploy these gateways on-demand on heterogeneous computational resources,

remain a challenge. Additionally, the increase in the number of users, especially with

very different backgrounds, requires intuitive embedded e-learning tools that sup-

port all stakeholders to find related learning material and to guide the learning pro-

cess. This paper introduces a novel science gateway framework that addresses these

challenges. The framework supports the creation, publication, selection, and deploy-

ment of cloud-based reference architectures that can be automatically instantiated

and executed even by nontechnical users. The framework also incorporates a knowl-

edge repository exchange and learning module that provides embedded e-learning

support. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solution, two scientific case

studiesarepresentedbasedontherequirementsof theplasmasphere, ionosphere, and

thermosphere research communities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Science gateways are typically defined as “a community-specific set of tools, applications, and data collections that are integrated together

via a web portal or a desktop application, providing access to resources and services of distributed computing infrastructures” (e.g., clouds,

grids or supercomputing resources).1 The concept of science gateways is almost 20 years old and developed gradually as large-scale com-

putational infrastructures evolved from grid computing2 resources to clouds. Nowadays, there is a plethora of science gateways available

supporting scientists in a wide range of disciplines. However, the original motivation of gateways remains the same: replacing command-line
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interfaces and providing user-friendly access to very complex computational and data resources in order to support scientific research or industry

applications.

While science gateways bring tremendous benefits for end users by simplifying access to and hiding the complexity of the underlying dis-

tributed computing infrastructure, building such gateways quickly and efficiently has always been a challenge. The first science gateways were

custom developed for their specific targeted user communities. While such an approach is likely to result in fully customized gateways that fit the

requirements of the end users, it also requires significant development and maintenance efforts. As all gateways are different—targeting various

applications and user communities—their development needed to be started almost from scratch, resulting in a duplication of effort and limited

reusability.

To overcome this problem, science gateway frameworks, such asWS-PGRADE,3 HUBzero,4 or the Catania ScienceGateway Framework5 were

introduced. Such frameworks provide ready-made building blocks that significantly speed up the development of new science gateway instances.

For example,WS-PGRADE provides a workflow engine and an associated graphical user interface (GUI) that enable application developers to con-

struct complexworkflowsandmap their computation toheterogeneous grid and cloud computing resources easily. Endusers can select andexecute

such workflows from associatedworkflow repositories. To further reduce the complexity for end users,WS-PGRADE also supports the creation of

more customized end user interfaces via its end-user mode or by the application specific module API (application programming interface), which

simplifies the creation of fully customized web interfaces. However, even with such tools available, the development of a new science gateway

instance or the extension of a science gateway with a new custom user interface for a specific community still requires significant development

effort. Once the newGUI is available, it needs to be integrated into the gateway, which typically requires a full restart by its administrator before it

becomes accessible. Science gateways typically offer a predefined set of functionalities, extending themwith new applications and user interfaces

is not straightforward.

The rise of cloud computing, containerization and cloud-native solutions, on the other hand, provides newopportunities and paradigms for sci-

ence gateway developers. One of these new paradigms is cloud-based reference architectures. While commercial vendors, for example, Amazon6

refer to referencearchitecturesasvendor specific solutions that simplify cloud-basedapplicationdevelopment, in thispaperwetakeamoregeneric,

cloud-native and fully vendor independent approach. In our definition, similarly to some earlierwork such as,7 a reference architecture is a complex

set of interconnected microservices that can be automatically deployed and that implements a certain end-to-end functionality for the end users.

Such referencearchitectures are composedofmultiple application components and canbeautomatically deployedandmanagedat run-timebyvar-

ious cloud orchestrator tools (e.g., Kubernetes,8 Terraform,9 Occopus,10 or MiCADO,11 among many others). A reference architecture is described

in the form of a deployment descriptor that is either specific for the targeted orchestrator (e.g., a Kubernetes manifest) or standardized (e.g., using

the topology and orchestration specification for cloud applications (TOSCA)12 language specification by OASIS13). A reference architecture can

includevarious components, suchas generic or customGUIs, data analytics,machine learning, simulationorother scientific applications, databases,

and any other components (application-level firewalls, data converters, load balancers, etc.) that are required to realize a particular user scenario.

Moreover, due to its approachof combiningmultiplemicroservices expressed in a single deployment descriptor (typically aYAMLMarkup Language

file), new reference architectures can be created by combining existing building blocks, either by the application developers or even automatically.

Although reference architectures are not limited to be utilized in relation to science gateways (such approach can be applied for every typology of

system/application built by deploying a number of interconnected services), in this paper we specifically explore how such architectures can ease

the development and operation of science gateways. According to our knowledge, no science gateway framework exists currently that fully utilizes

such approach.

While the focus of science gateways has always been user-friendly access to resources, with the emergence of new paradigms such as open

science and citizen science, there is an even stronger motivation to widen individual user communities. Therefore, science gateways should also

provide learning tools and environments to help less experienced users getting familiar with the scientific and technological background. Some

gateways, for example, the NanoHUB Gateway,14 already provide such learning resources. However, the learning environment in such gateways

does not support the specifications of shared conceptualization in the form of models, learning curves and ontologies and is restricted to offering

learning material (e.g. lecture notes, video recordings, exercises, and tutorials) in a static and linear way, following traditional learning approaches.

The way knowledge is structured is often presented via static means (such as a web page) and cannot easily be changed to mirror the evolution

of technologies and research efforts. Such a linear and “one size fits all” approach does not provide adequate support for describing structured

knowledgemaps and individual learning curves andmakes it harder for potential users with very different backgrounds and profiles—from experts

to everyday citizens—to become successful gateway users.

In this paper, we present a new, generic concept for developing science gateways based on the two key concepts described above: the use of

reference architectures and a comprehensive knowledge management system. Such combined use of these two paradigms allows us to offer an

extensible and flexible infrastructure for scientific research and to present and maintain the related knowledge so that it is consistent among the

different actors involved.

The motivation for this work is also rooted in the PITHIA-NRF (plasmasphere ionosphere thermosphere integrated research environment

and access services: a network of research facilities) project15 that is funded by the European Commission. In PITHIA-NRF, we are building an
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e-Science Center that enables the targeted research communities to share their various applications and databases, and utilize various machine

learning, artificial intelligence and data analytics solutions to get scientific insights into their data. Due to the large and dynamically grow-

ing number of applications and distributed data sources, and the need to custom-develop and deploy applications quickly and flexibly for the

targeted scientists, a traditional science gateway concept would not be suitable. On the other hand, an approach based on reference architec-

tures enables scientists to utilize already published reference architectures, compose new ones by combining prepublished components, and

deploy them on-demand in private or public cloud infrastructures. Therefore, one of the major contributions of this paper is to present a generic

science gateway framework that supports the creation, storage, selection, and execution of reference architectures within PITHIA-NRF, and

beyond. Additionally, to further support scientists, application developers, e-Science Center operators, or even to enable citizen scientists or

the general public to understand some of the technical and scientific concepts, we also propose to incorporate intuitive graph-based e-learning

support into PITHIA-NRF, capable of describing models, learning paths, and ontologies. The principles of science gateways with embedded

ontology-based learning support16 are further extended and incorporated into the generic science gateway framework that we are suggesting in

this paper.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Related work on science gateways with specific focus on the dynamic generation of user inter-

faces, reference architectures and ontology-based e-learning support is provided in Section 2. Section 3 summarizes the PITHIA-NRF project and

the requirements of its user communities that serve as the primary motivation for our work. The generic architecture of the science gateway

framework based on the reference architecture model and ontology-based e-learning support is introduced in Section 4. Section 5 describes the

current implementation of the components of the proposed framework. Section 6 details two case studies, inspired by PITHIA-NRF user communi-

ties, where reference architectures have been designed, implemented, launched, and evaluated. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines

future work.

2 RELATED WORK

This section provides a short overview of related work from two different perspectives. First, the use of reference architectures in the design

and development of science gateways is summarized, followed by an overview of related efforts in the area of embedded e-learning and ontology

support.

2.1 Science gateways and reference architectures

2.1.1 Early science gateways: Job submission and batch systems

The concept of science gateways was developed about 20 years ago when it became obvious that grid computing and batch systems would

enable applications of high-performance (HPC) and high-throughput (HTC) computing infrastructures on a large scale, but the uptake by research

communities was slow to start. The requirement of using the command-line and becoming acquainted with the technical details of complex

distributed research infrastructures formed a hurdle for researchers and educators who were not necessarily IT specialists. While different

communities had different requirements in terms of domain-specific tools, data, and workflows, the building blocks in the backend were the

same and were independent of the research domain (e.g., job submission to research infrastructures, which includes security, logging, and

monitoring).

Quite a few projects and activities started standardizing job submission services and batch systems, representing the first steps in the direc-

tion of reference architectures. For example, the open grid forum (OGF)17 developed standards for job description: fields for defining different

layers of access and information, such as architecture and hardware dependencies, software dependencies, data dependencies, input and output

and run-time requirements, as well as information about batch systems. Examples for standards include:

• the distributed resourcemanagement application API (DRMAA)18 that defines an API to distributed research infrastructures,

• the job submission description language (JSDL)19 that defines the requirements of computational jobs for submission to resources in grid

environments,

• the grid laboratory uniform environment (GLUE)20 that defines a conceptual information model for grid entities using the natural language and

UML class diagrams,

• the Globus resource specification21 that defines grid resources, including computational job information, and

• the simple API for grid applications (SAGA)22 that defines high-level interfaces for common grid components.
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Many science gateways and science gateway frameworks use the above-mentioned standards and solutionswhen implementing their services,

making resource access, job description and submission, and other basic functionalities independent of middleware and resources (e.g., DECIDE23

and FutureGateway24 use SAGA, WS-PGRADE and HUBzero25 use JSDL). Such an approach makes it easier to extend or adopt science gateways

to a wide range of computing infrastructures and requirements. However, mainly due to technology limitations, it was not possible to dynamically

instantiate and deploy such complex solutions automatically andwithminimum or no user interaction.

2.1.2 Comprehensive reference architectures for science gateways

A small number of projects attempted to define full reference architectures for science gateways. However, these efforts stayed mainly at a

conceptual level and did not support fully automated instantiation and deployment.

gCube’s26 concept to create science gateways or virtual research environments (VREs) is a successful example for an implementationof a refer-

ence architecture on top of Liferay.27 gCube offers core services for resource management, security, andmanaging a science gateway. Additionally,

researchers are able to select different modules for working with geospatial or biodiversity data. gCube is very flexible and widely used, that is,

D4Science28 is built on gCube. It still needs quite somemanual work for the orchestration of the services though and does not allow for dynamical

instantiation.

The open science framework (OSF)29 is a widely used science gateway that connects seamlessly to a variety of repositories and data storage

services such as Google drive and Zenodo. OSF focuses on sharing data services and supports assigning DOIs to data objects, for example. It offers

a RESTful API for its services. It does not support to submit jobs or simulations though.

Workflow-enabled science gateways30 such as WS-PGRADE and Taverna have developed building blocks of services for workflow orchestra-

tion and job submissions and thus, haveoftenvery similar architectures. ThegroupbehindTavernahas created the community spacemyExperiment.

org31 where people can exchange their workflows from a variety of workflow management systems and share their research results and meth-

ods. While this exchange and sharing is a crucial step into open science and teaching, researchers still need to set up or use the corresponding

workflow management systems to reuse the workflows. The workflow management systems are not automatically adapted to the specific

use case.

TheVRE4IGEuropean32 projecthas suggestedareferencearchitecture for sciencegatewaysandVREsdefinedvia themultitiersviewapproach

and built upon the design of distributed information systems.33 The project suggested three logical tiers in a VRE system: the application tier, the

interoperability tier and the resourceaccess tier. Theutilizationofdifferent tiers resulted in thedefinitionofbuildingblocksbasedonmicroservices.

The goal was to ensure that an architecture is easily expandable for adding new tools, supports reusability of existing tools and services, is domain

agnostic, supports standardized services and is flexible for integration with novel standards.

The ScienceGatewaysCommunity Institute has also developed a reference architecture34 focusing on the features needed for the full research

lifecycle, from services to authenticate users, to publications and the sharing of results. This reference architecture model provides a high-level

definition of common science gateway components and the way science gateways support scientific research.

All these previous efforts have formed the basis for developing valuable services for reference architectures for science gateways or reference

architectures themselves. While our approach aims at the same goals, it goes a huge step further when supporting research communities. Our

reference architecture framework not only defines different layers depending on the required functionalities and features, but also, using the latest

advancements in cloud orchestration, container technologies and microservices-based architectures, deploys them automatically on the targeted

distributed computing infrastructures andmanages their entire lifecycle.

2.2 Science gatewayswith embedded e-learning support

Table 1 provides an overview of e-learning and ontology related features in science gateways and some on-line data repositories and learning

platforms.

There are currently a very limited number of gateways that include significant learning/educational components. After extensive research, we

only found three notable examples: the nanoHUBGateway,14 MyGeoHub,35 andWolfram.36 However, these gateways all follow a traditional, linear

approach, to learning and do not address learners’ individual styles.

2.2.1 Classical e-learning support in science gateways

The education component of NanoHUB (nanoHUB-U) is a digital repository of various educational resources which offers learning mate-

rial in the classical form of various digital media, for example lecture notes or video recordings. MyGeoHub contains online courses

http://myexperiment.org
http://myexperiment.org
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TAB L E 1 Overview of e-learning features

Solution/platform Science gateway Learning component Ontology

NanoHUB ✓ ✓ ×

Wolfram ✓ ✓ ×

European School Education Gateway × ✓ ✓

BBC gateway × ✓ ✓

Humanitarian assistance and disaster recovery (HADR) × × ✓

ENVRI referencemodel × × ✓

MyGeoHub ✓ ✓ ×

related to hydrological modeling, offering SWATShare—a comprehensive online environment for sharing, executing, and visualizing soil

and water assessment tool (SWAT) models.35 The Wolfram ecosystem is a proprietary set of software with targeted licenses for all

tiers of education, including scientific research. Its leading product, mathematica,37 has been used by educators as a computer alge-

bra system (CAS) for over 30 years. Only very recently has the possibility emerged for building open science gateways around Wolfram.

The Wolfram Engine was released in 2019 for developers of projects in preproduction. For learning, Wolfram offers the Wolfram

Education Portal, which, similarly to NanoHub-U, takes a classical approach to learning: a dynamic textbook, a lesson plan, and an inter-

active demonstration are some of the common standard features offered on the portal. We believe that perhaps, due to being made

available for open development only recently, Wolfram does not have any community that has established strong open gateways around

it yet. Furthermore, any integration with the licensed educational portal or licensed tools for educators does not currently appear to be

possible.

2.2.2 Ontology-based e-Learning platforms

Besides science gateways with learning support, there are numerous platforms that are dedicated specifically to learning. Here we provide an

account of a rather small number of those that utilize ontologies. A notable example is the European School Education Gateway.38 This educa-

tional gateway provides a “toolkit to support the exchange and experience among school practitioners and policy makers.” Although ontology

is not explicitly mentioned in the description of the platform, our analysis of its services has shown that the material published for users is

structured in the form of an ontology. Another example of an explicit use of ontologies in an educational gateway is provided by the BBC.39

Here one can find a collection of ontologies related to various BBC activities—politics, sport, education, and so forth. A dedicated educa-

tion related ontology is the “curriculum ontology” which presents a data model for “formally describing the national curricula across the UK.”

This ontology, according to its description, organizes various learning resources and allows users to discover content via the national curric-

ula. The published material is structured by the metadata classification to “topic, field of study and programme of study” that are common

in the curriculum domain. From the technical point of view, the ontology is written in resource description framework (RDF)40 and is linked

to dedicated distinct vocabularies, the curriculum ontology and the Schema.org educational vocabulary contributed by Dublin core metadata

initiative (DCMI).41

Although theabove learninggateways incorporateontologies, thesearenotnecessarily sciencegatewaysby thedefinitionof the IEEE technical

committee on scalable computing,1 and they do not offer a generic gateway architecture with the capabilities to build subject-specific applications

and their related learningmaterial.

2.2.3 Ontology-based research platforms

Finally, we mention two further platforms summarized in Table 1—The humanitarian assistance and disaster recovery (HADR)42 and environ-

mental research infrastructures reference model (ENVRI RM). HADR offers services to discover and access relevant services and smart city

ICT assets. This enables the exchange of data between multiple HADR agencies based on a common ontology. The aim of the ENVRI RM is to

provide a framework for specifying and building the data management services required by the environmental and Earth sciences research infras-

tructures. This platform utilizes an ontology framework designed to facilitate analysis, classification, and validation of the design of a research

infrastructure.

http://schema.org
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Based on the analysis above, we can state that there is an emerging tendency for science gateways to include learning tools, and there is also

evidence that ontologies are already used in several platforms that offer e-learning. These two observations make our approach even more prac-

tically useful as we aim at filling the gap in the development of science gateways: we provide a generic platform which can be used for enriching

gateways with both learning and ontologies.

3 THE PITHIA-NRF PROJECT

The Earth’s ionosphere, thermosphere and plasmasphere are a coupled system of “spheres” governed by electromagnetic coupling and ther-

mospheric wind dynamics, that lead to plasma variability of long- and short-time scales and ranges, and to plasma irregularities.43,44 This com-

plex and variable environment in the near-Earth space, is the source of many scientific, operational, societal, and environmental challenges

that affect the smooth and uninterrupted operation of technological systems such as high frequency (HF) radio communication and geoloca-

tion systems, ground- and satellite-based augmentation systems, and space-based communications, as well as communications between the

Earth and ground stations (or rovers) on the Moon, Mars, and other planets, low-frequency radio astronomy and synthetic-aperture radars

observations.

While the scientific community understands the broad features of this coupled system, it lacks the depth of understanding regarding the

variability that would allow us to build models with real predictive power. To further advance research, the PITHIA network of research facilities

(PITHIA-NRF) project aims to build a European distributed network integrating observation facilities, data collections, data processing tools and

predictionmodelsdedicated to ionosphere, thermosphereandplasmasphere research.PITHIA-NRF isdesigned toprovideorganizedaccess to find-

able, accessible, interoperable, re-usable (FAIR) data, standardized data products, training and innovation services. PITHIA-NRF paves the way for

newobservation technologies, procedures and tools for the end-to-end transition of researchmodels to applications, linking best-in-class research

and development facilities to provide seamless multitechnology services.

PITHIA-NRF has the ambition to support innovative scientific developments, including a better understanding of the physical mechanisms

responsible for the plasma dynamical processes and the development of realistic predictive models. To achieve these ambitious goals, it is neces-

sary to develop tools that support experimentation with empirical, physics-based models, simulations, and model validation using certified quality

data.45,46 A central component of the project is the PITHIA-NRF e-ScienceCenter that provides scientistswith a central access point to shared data

facilities and to runvariousapplicationsevaluatinga largevarietyofmodels. Basedon requirements collected fromthecommunity, thePITHIA-NRF

e-Science Center should be designed according to the followingmain principles:

• offer a flexible and user-friendly framework capable of catering for users with different levels of expertise, interests, and preferences,

• provide a graphical user interface capable of offering the required information in themost intuitiveway by allowing the users to define their own

preferences through a set of policies,

• provide individualized support for users depending on their level of expertise, specific interests and the storage and computational resources

that they can/are willing to access,

• offernavigationtools supportinguserswithdifferentprofiles toutilize theresources (datasets, applications, results, andprocesses)mostsuitable

to them,

• provide access to replicated and cleaned datasets that facilitate better and more sophisticated knowledge discovery when compared to the

original raw data sets,

• be as comprehensive as possible in order to facilitate the utilization of a wide range of heterogeneous data sets, applications, results and

processes,

• provide access to awide rangeof heterogeneous computational resources in order not tobedependent ononeparticular technologyor resource

provider,

• be implemented based onwidely used open-source state of the art technologies, with the necessary integration and extensions.

PITHIA-NRF’s concept revolves around a series of providers (called “nodes” in the project) which represent theoretical expertise, soft-

ware products (algorithm implementation) and computational resources. To allow interoperability among those nodes and to support the

creation of joint research that spans multiple aspects, it becomes fundamental to allow their products and resources to become inter-

operable and to enable the sharing of knowledge. Such requirements are met with the possibility of deploying reference architectures

in a technologically agnostic way and the ability to describe research approaches, algorithms and tools in a flexible and composable

fashion.
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4 GENERIC ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED SCIENCE GATEWAY FRAMEWORK

The high-level architecture of the proposed science gateway framework based on the concept of reference architectures and extended with

embedded e-learning support is illustrated in Figure 1. The proposed framework is generic, and its components can be implemented in vari-

ous ways and using various technologies. In this section, the generic architecture and the roles of its components are explained in a technology

agnostic way.

The proposed science gateway framework incorporates two conceptually different major components: the e-Science Center and various ref-

erence architectures. The e-Science Center is a centrally deployed andmaintained component that provides usermanagement services, e-learning

support, and the capability to store, search, compose and launch reference architectures. Reference architectures, on the other hand, are dynami-

cally created andmanaged infrastructures that are launched and destroyed on-demand.

The e-Science Center GUI is the primary entry point for those users who wish to publish or compose new reference archi-

tectures or who wish to launch an already existing reference architecture from the repository. Such users are typically technology

experts, application developers or system administrators with significant technical expertise. However, as launching a reference archi-

tecture is practically a “1-click” process, end user scientists can also use this interface to launch their own reference architectures

(for their individual use or for their community), or with some training, even compose new reference architectures from the existing

building blocks.

Authentication, authorization, generic user management and security are handled by the UserManagementmodule.

Referencearchitectures are stored in the referencearchitecture repository. The repository contains thedeploymentdescriptor that is required

to launch the reference architecture, and also a rich set of metadata that enables the various users to find the desired reference architectures and

to provide sufficient information for the composition of new ones

Thereferencearchitecture launcher (RAL) is capableof takingadeploymentdescriptor fromthereferencearchitecture repositoryand instruct-

ing the orchestrator to set up the desired infrastructure on the targeted cloud resources. The launcher should also be capable of destroying the

reference architecture on-demand. An important requirement toward this component is its cloud agnostic nature,withwhich the launcher can sup-

port awidevarietyof resourceproviders, avoiding vendor lock-in andallowing the research community toutilize awidevarietyof public andprivate

resources.

The reference architecture composer is an intelligent component that guides the user when creating a new reference architecture from pre-

published building blocks (e.g., by providing semantic support and matching various components together), and automatically composing the new

deployment descriptor by reusing and extending the descriptors of its building blocks.

The final component of the e-Science Center is the knowledge repository exchange and learning module (KREL) that provides structured

and flexible e-learning support for all user profiles. KREL is a generic concept for the creation and exchange of structured learning mate-

rial related to a particular discipline or an area and the technological solutions that address it. The KREL philosophy is that there are many

F I GURE 1 High-level architecture of the proposed science gateway framework based on reference architectures andwith embedded
e-learning support
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F I GURE 2 Conceptual aspects described in the KREL system

different perspectives (learning paths) that a learner can explore to study a topic and these learning paths may cater for users with differ-

ent learning profiles. The KREL offers an abstract and structured view which breaks the concepts of a research effort into three conceptual

facets in two levels, as illustrated in Figure 2. This structured overview of various facets related to a research effort can be categorized as

“What is it”, “How is it done”, and “How to learn it”. The top level consists of the description of the overall research concept, which offers a

comprehensive view of the several research activities and how they relate with each other. The overall learning path offers a view on how

to understand the topics of the overall research concept, and the available reference architectures detail the available tools and services in

support of the research activities. Such an approach is also helpful in finding the appropriate reference architecture for the scientific cases.

Each of these three facets is then mirrored for each of the science cases (in the lower half of Figure 2), resulting in learning paths, scien-

tific use cases and reference architectures for each of the research activities. Each of these concepts can be expressed as interconnected

recursive graphs.

The second major group of components of the generic science gateway framework are a number of reference architectures launched by the

e-Science Center. Such reference architectures can be short-lived solutions that may be destroyed after the execution of a set of jobs or a series of

experiments but can also be long-running services accessing persistent storage resources and serving multiple users. Each reference architecture

canberegardedasan independent sciencegateway that servesoneormoreusersand that canbe instantiatedanddestroyedon-demand.Reference

architectures can have their own graphical user interfaces (or access layer) and can incorporate one or many analytical tools and their associated

data sources (consisting of the research platform).

Reference architectures, together with their associated orchestrators, are launched by the reference architecture Launcher compo-

nent of the e-Science Center. The RAL is responsible for creating a new instance of the orchestrator on the targeted cloud resource and

passing on the deployment descriptor of the reference architecture to this orchestrator. On the other hand, the orchestrator is responsi-

ble for deploying the components of the reference architecture, configuring them based on the received description, and managing their

run-time behavior (e.g., scaling the resources below the reference architecture based on workload or specified deadlines, or dynamically

setting security policies, if required). There are several cloud orchestrators available that can be potential candidates for the orches-

trator role in the proposed architecture. When selecting this component, an important requirement could be its cloud-agnostic nature,

potential multicloud or even edge/fog computing support, and advanced run-time management capabilities, such as user-defined dynamic

autoscaling

Twomajor distinctive usage scenarios of the launched reference architectures are envisaged. Researchers may launch their own “single-user”

reference architectures, which then can be utilized by them, after authentication via the e-Science Center. Alternatively, more complex multiuser

referencearchitectures,with their ownusermanagement capabilities, canalsobe launchedandoffered for varioususer communities. Thegraphical

user interface layer (access layer) of the reference architecture can also vary, from simple command-line interfaces to generic access layers such as

JupyterHub or Jupyter Notebooks,47 and sophisticated custom-developed GUIs.

Figure 3 provides an operational view of the described science gateway framework, detailing the various user profiles and their interaction

with the system. Although this may be extended in the future, we envisage at least four different user profiles: administrators, domain experts,
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F I GURE 3 User profiles andmain framework components

technology experts, and general public. Administrators are responsible formaintaining the entire system (science gateway framework), monitoring

its operation, and managing user creation and roles. Domain experts (scientists) can connect directly with the launched reference architectures to

conduct their research. Additionally, they can also create and share learning material related to the science cases, and some of them may also be

trained to browse, launch or even create new reference architectures. Technology experts primarily provide technical support for domain experts.

They can browse, launch and create reference architectures (especially for larger user communities), and they can also create and share learning

material related to the technological concepts. Finally, the general public (or citizen scientists) can also engage with the research by accessing the

learningmaterial.

5 IMPLEMENTATION OF FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS

The implementationof thegeneric sciencegateway frameworkdescribed inSection4 is currentlyongoing in thePITHIA-NRFproject. In this section,

we present the current state of this implementationwhich is based on existing components developed in the current and past projects and provides

a suitable proof of concept for our approach.When implementing the PITHIA-NRF e-Science Center, the aim is to integrate these various, already

existing components, basedonwidelyutilizedopen-source technologies, and to customizeandextend them into the full sciencegateway framework

described in Section 4. Figure 4 illustrates these existing components, and subsequentlywe describe them in detail, as crucial building blocks of the

final solution.

The various components in Figure 4 are color coded, based on their current status. Components in dark gray are fully implemented, operational

and are part of the demonstration scenarios presented in Section 6. Components in light gray are implemented and operational but are not in the

context of this science gateway framework. These components require customization and integration into the final solution. Finally, components in

white do not currently exist and require full implementation.We also note that each box in Figure 4, naming a concrete technology, corresponds to

a generic building block of the framework, as indicated in Figure 1.

Akey component of the implementation is theMiCADOmulticloudorchestrator11 that is responsible for deploying the reference architectures

and managing their lifecycle, based on user-defined policies. Each of these reference architectures has its own MiCADO orchestrator, launched

by the MiCADO Launcher. As user management and reference architecture repository components, we are customizing the EMGUM (emGORA

usermanagement) and EMGREPO (emGORA repository of executable artifacts) components of theCloudiFacturing Platform, implementedwithin

the CloudiFacturing project.48 SMARTEST,49,50 a knowledge repository that assists and facilitates learning by representing knowledge and learning

activities as graphs, is utilized as KREL. The reference architecture composer and the e-Science Center GUI are currently nonexisting components

and will be fully developed in PITHIA-NRF. However, similar concepts, the digital marketplace of CloudiFacturing and the reference architecture
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composition solutions developed in the DIGITbrain project,51 will be reused. The two concrete reference architectures shown in Figure 4 will be

described in Section 6.

5.1 MiCADOmulticloud orchestrator

MiCADO11 is an application-level cloud agnostic orchestration and auto-scaling framework. A number of cloud service providers and middleware

are supported by MiCADO, including both commercial clouds such as Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, or Oracle Cloud

Infrastructure, aswell as private cloud systemsbased onOpenStack orOpenNebula.MiCADO is fully open-source and implements amicroservices

architecture in a modular way. The modular design52 supports varied implementations where any of the components can easily be replaced with a

different realization of the same functionality.

The cloud agnostic design ofMiCADO is based on twomajor principles. First is the need for a generic orchestration framework providing sup-

port for launching andmanaging applications in various clouds. Therefore, the framework is tied to no specific cloud service provider and supports

a mix of public, private and community clouds. It also provides flexibility at the application level, regardless of the underlying cloud. This includes

automated deployment and optimized run-time orchestration with features such as automated scaling and enhanced security. Second, a single

generic interface to this framework is required. The interface acts as an abstraction layer over the various underlying components of the frame-

work anddescribes the application, its cloud resources andanypolicieswhich governperformance, cost, security or other nonfunctional application

requirements.

The high-level architecture of MiCADO is presented in Figure 5. The input to MiCADO is a TOSCA-based application description template53

(ADT) defining the application topology (containers, virtual machines, and their interconnection) and the various policies (e.g., scaling and secu-

rity policies) that govern the full lifecycle of the application. MiCADO consists of two main logical components: Master node and worker

node(s). The submitter component on the MiCADO Master receives and interprets the ADT as input. Based on this input, the cloud orches-

trator creates the necessary virtual machines in the cloud as MiCADO worker nodes, and the container orchestrator deploys the application’s

microservices in Docker containers on these nodes. After deployment, the MiCADO monitoring system monitors the execution of the appli-

cation and the policy keeper performs scaling decisions based on the monitoring data and the user-defined scaling policies. Optimizer is a

background microservice performing long-running calculations on-demand for finding the optimal setup of both cloud resources and container

infrastructures.

Currently there are various implementations ofMiCADO based on its modular architecture, which enables changing and replacing its compo-

nents with different tools and services. As Cloud orchestrator, the latest implementation of MiCADO can utilize either Occopus10 or Terraform.9

These both are capable of launching virtual machines on various private or public cloud infrastructures. However, as the clouds supported by these
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twoorchestratorsdiffer,MiCADOcansupportawidervarietyof targetedresources.Ascontainerorchestrator,MiCADOusesKubernetes,6 which is

probably themost popular open-source container orchestrator at themoment. Themonitoring component is basedonPrometheus,54 a lightweight,

low resource consuming, but powerful monitoring tool. The submitter, policy keeper55 and optimizer components were custom implemented for

MiCADO.

In the proposed science gateway framework, MiCADOmaster nodes are started on—demand by theMiCADO launcher component. Based on

theADT received from the launcher,MiCADOmaster deploys the specified reference architecture on the targeted cloud resources.Oncedeployed,

MiCADO starts monitoring the deployed microservices and scales those up or down, based on the specified policies. At the end of the application

microservice’s lifecycle, MiCADO is also responsible for stopping it and deallocating resources.

5.2 MiCADO launcher

TheMiCADO launcher component is responsible for deploying individual instances of theMiCADO cloud orchestrator, each of which will be itself

responsible for the deployment and management of a single reference architecture. To this end, the MiCADO launcher provisions an adequate

virtual machine on the target cloud, installs the MiCADO orchestrator on that virtual machine, and then submits the ADT for a given reference

architecture to the ready-to-use instance ofMiCADO.

The launcher features a RESTful API which can be used to create, query, update, and deleteMiCADOorchestrators and their respective refer-

ence architectures. It is necessary to provide the launcher with details of the desired cloud infrastructure for hosting newMiCADO orchestrators

and, at deployment time, submit the ADTwhich describes the reference architecture to be deployed.

Figure6givesahigh-level overviewof thebasic functionalitiesof theMiCADOLauncher.Oncedeployedbehinda securedomainandconfigured

with the desired specification and credentials for hostingMiCADO orchestrators, the launcher is ready. Then, a POST request—with the ADT for a

desired reference architecture in the payload—can be sent to theRESTAPI of the launcher. The launcherwill start a new thread for the deployment

of that reference architecture, carried out in the following steps and also depicted in Figure 6:

1. Provision and configure a new virtual machine from the cloud service provider.

2. Run an Ansible playbook against the new virtual machine to install and configureMiCADO.

3. Submit the ADT of the provided reference architecture to theMiCADO submitter REST API.

On submission of the ADT to the submitter REST API, the MiCADO master node takes over. MiCADO worker nodes are deployed, container

microservices are scheduled across worker nodes, and any policies are enforced across the lifetime of the application. The MiCADO launcher

can be then used to query the status of the MiCADO master and its application, or, when appropriate, destroy the MiCADO master and its
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reference architecture, deallocating any cloud resources that were created for that deployment. The MiCADO launcher can handle the deploy-

ment and management of multiple MiCADO/reference architecture pairings at the same time, treating each one as a unique resource in the

RESTful API.

The MiCADO launcher has already been implemented within the DIGITbrain project and is part of its current testbed infrastructure. This

implementationwill be reused and further customizedwithin the PITHIA-NRF e-Science Center.

5.3 SMARTEST knowledge repository as KREL

TheKRELcomponentof thePITHIA-NRFe-ScienceCenter is basedonSMARTEST,48 awebapplicationhosting aknowledgeand learning repository

which is based on graph-based representations of conceptual models and learning paths. The theoretical foundations of SMARTEST can be found

in two streams of pedagogical research which link together the structure of the concepts with the learning approaches. The first is Novak’s theory

of “concept maps”, where the author sought to follow and understand changes in children’s knowledge of science.56,57 The second stream concerns

learning paths58 that guide users through the learning content. SMARTEST enables the creation of structuredmodels and learningmaps for knowl-

edge sharing. For content creators, the platformoffers a simple and intuitive editor to createmodels and learning paths, and auser-friendly learning

viewwhichallowsone tocheck the learningprocess and tocommunicatedirectlywith content creators toaskquestions. SMARTESTallowsdescrib-

ing a topic with different kinds of graphs to cover different views: learning paths, conceptual structures, and ontologies. SMARTEST describes the

links among concepts as edges between nodes, similarly to data graphs. This allows users to learn the disciplines deeper and enable them to grasp

learnt concepts and problems in a context.59

SMARTESTwas originally developed as an e-learning tool in an academic context as the continuation of the EnAbled project.60 Its potential to

be employed as a more generic knowledge creation and content tool beyond the boundaries of a teacher-student scenario has led to restructuring

the code to support research environmentswhereby the roles of lecturers and students are extended tomore generic content creators and content

consumers. SMARTEST is based on a web-based graphical user interface connected to an API offering an abstraction layer for such functionalities

as authentication and authorization, graph manipulation and storage (nodes and edges) representation, and communication support for each of

the nodes. SMARTEST can be further extended to import existing external concept maps and data models (e.g., Neo4j graph database61). To allow

SMARTEST to use ontologies to describe the structure of research activities, ontologies can be imported fromdedicated systems such as Protégé62

in OWL format.63

5.4 EMGUMusermanagement system

EMGUM,64 developed within the scope of the CloudiFacturing project,48 is a generic component that is responsible for authentication, authoriza-

tion and security policy management of complex frameworks consisting of multiple distributed components, such as the generic science gateway

framework. EMGUMhandles access control policies, and issues access tokens to the distributed components of the framework.More specifically, it
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provides the following key functionalities: (1) a single point for end-user management by facilitating the central storage andmanagement of users,

credentials, roles and organizations, (2) a centralized authentication and access control mechanism that enables single sign-on and token-based

authentication to a platform, (3) a platform-level authentication mechanism to facilitate secure and authenticated inter-component interactions,

and (4) a centralized authorization mechanism for the facilitation of individual components to define and manage authorization policies and

decisions.

The EMGUM functionalities are provided through the OpenID connect (OIDC) standard65 protocol, and its implementation is based on

a popular open-source identity and access management solution called Keycloak.66 EMGUM uses Keycloak as the OIDC server that cen-

trally stores and manages users, credentials, roles, and organizations. Keycloak is responsible for fulfilling the authentication and authoriza-

tion requirements. In addition, EMGUM also provides an API server that facilitates the communication between Keycloak and the rest of the

framework.

Figure 7 illustrates the architectural view of EMGUM in relation to the different components of the proposed science gateway framework. It

should be noted that this is not the execution flow of the different events to be processed but rather a pictorial representation of the relationship

between the different components illustrating how the overall systemworks. All users and all components (also referred to as theOIDC clients) of

the framework register themselves with EMGUM. Once registered, EMGUM is responsible for handling the related authentication and authoriza-

tion decisions through a Keycloak specific client adapter configured at the application (hosting) server (the entity responsible for the execution of a

particular framework component) that directly interacts with Keycloak.

5.5 EMGREPO: Repository of executable artifacts

The generic science gateway framework presented in Figure 1 requires a repositorywhere the reference architectures can be stored and searched

for. UsingMiCADOas its orchestrator implies that the reference architectureswill be stored as application description templates (ADT). SuchADTs

can be directly fed toMiCADO as input which then acts on the ADT to deploy andmanage the reference architecture at runtime.

Fora service tobedeployedaspartof a referencearchitecture, the service shouldmeet two independent requirements. First, the service should

be containerized in anOCI-compliant image format (e.g., a Docker image) and pushed to a remote container repository (e.g., the public DockerHub,

or a self-hosted container registry). Second, the service should be described following the TOSCA format that MiCADO follows for its ADTs. This

description contains the desired configuration of the container and can be authoredmanually, or automatically translated from aDocker-compose

template or Kubernetes manifest using tools developed as part of theMiCADOproject.67

A repository to store executable artifacts, called emGORA repository of executable artifacts (EMGREPO), has already been developed by the

authors within the CloudiFacturing project.48 EMGREPO can store executable artifacts of various execution engines, one of those beingMiCADO.

F I GURE 7 Architectural view of overall system architecture in the context of EMGUM
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Therefore, EMGREPO already supports storing and searching for MiCADO ADTs, providing a ready to use solution as reference architecture

repository within the proposed framework.

EMGREPO is developed under the open-source version of the nexus repository framework68 and stores artifacts (e.g., binary executable, work-

flow definition XML, YAML configuration file, simple URL reference link, bash script) along with metadata in a defined directory structure. The

metadata describes the artifacts and includes information such as versioning, dependencies and the parameters required for running in the spe-

cific execution engine. To provide custom metadata management, a new EMGREPO plugin has been developed for nexus. EMGREPO is accessible

through aRESTFULAPI, providing easy integrationwith other components. Additionally, it is already integratedwith theEMGUMservice providing

support for authentication and authorization.

When customizing EMGREPO for the proposed science gateway framework, one of the biggest challenges is the definition of the metadata

structure that is required to describe reference architectures. While this work is currently ongoing and the final set of metadata will be defined

as future work, the required fields should describe the generic behavior/characteristic of the reference architecture (name, description, func-

tionality, creator, version etc.), together with detailed technical description of the composing microservices and their composition (e.g., container

configuration, hardware requirements, operating system requirements, and input and output data).

5.6 Reference architecture composer

The role of the reference architecture composer (RAC) component is to support the creation of reference architectures from smaller building

blocks, for example, from the ADTs of individual microservices, or by combining numerous reference architectures into new ones. Although such a

component is not yet available, a similar development task is currently ongoing in the DIGITbrain project.51 The aim is to automatically construct

ADTs from the descriptions of already published components. For example, individual microservices representing user interfaces, data analysis

solutions, scientific models, or visualization tools can be published in the repository, and the RAC can be used to combine these into new refer-

ence architectures, automatically generating the required ADT. In early versions, the composition will be solely based on the understanding of

the human actor, utilizing the rich set of metadata published in the repository. However, an automated semantic matchmaking is also envisaged in

later editions.

The RAC will be particularly useful for improving the re-use of reference architectures. Reference architectures are initially composed in a

vendor-freeandcloudagnosticway. Thechoiceof a specific cloud serviceprovideror cloudmiddleware canbemade later, at the timeofdeployment,

with the RAC adding the required cloud infrastructure specifications and parameters to anADT that originally contained only abstract descriptions

of the required compute, storage or network resources.

6 PROOF OF CONCEPTS AND RESULTS

This section presents proof of concept implementations that demonstrate the previously described principles and the way the framework is

intended to work. The implemented prototypes demonstrate a subset of the proposed functionalities, the ones shown in dark gray in Figure 4.

The major objective was to illustrate the deployment and the run-time management of reference architectures, and to show how embedded

ontology-based e-learning support can be provided.

The two presented case studies demonstrate different aspects and capabilities of the framework. The first case-study demonstrates how a

reference architecture, composed of JupyterHub47 and Apache Hadoop69 can be deployed and auto-scaled at run-time by MiCADO. The second

case study deploys a model, together with JupyterHub and a MySQL database, that is utilized and developed by the PITHIA-NRF community, and

also demonstrates how embedded e-learning support for the same scenario can be providedwith SMARTEST.

As described in Section 5.5, before composing these components into reference architectures for the two above case studies, two pre-

requisites first had to be met. First, containerized versions of JupyterHub, Apache Hadoop and MySQL were found in the public Dock-

erHub, and deemed appropriate for the use cases. Additionally, the targeted PITHIA application (model) has also been containerized and

published in DockerHub. Next, a description of the configuration of each of these containers was written using the TOSCA format of the

MiCADO ADT. With these steps completed, the components could then be used to build the respective reference architectures described

below.

6.1 Scalable JupyterHub deployment with ApacheHadoop

JupyterHub andApacheHadoop are popular solutions, widely utilized by various user communities in big data analytics. As both tools are potential

candidates for several PITHIA-NRFuser scenarios, our first reference architecture deploys these two together in a scalableway. JupyterHub serves
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groups of users accessing computational resources and applying flexible configurations and policies. It offers users their ownworkspaces on shared

resources via Jupyter Notebook Servers and accelerates application development, information sharing and usability of data analytics frameworks,

such as ApacheHadoop.On the other hand, ApacheHadoop helps userswith distributed processing of large datasets across clusters of computers,

using theMapReduce70 programmingmodel. Applying the two environments together, a user canworkwithHadoop distributed file system (HDFS)

and process data by submitting Hadoop jobs, through their ownworkspaces provided by JupyterHub.

The deployment of both JupyterHub and Apache Hadoop is complex and time-consuming. Additionally, workloads may change dynamically

basedon thenumber of users and applications, requiring the automated scaling of computational resources. Thepresented solution addresses both

issues. A reference architecture, incorporating both components, is deployed using a single deployment descriptor, in the form of a MiCADO ADT.

Such automated deployment supports easy portability between various cloud infrastructures as moving between clouds requires only minor mod-

ification of the ADT.52 Additionally, a scaling solution for JupyterHub was developed that scales Jupyter Notebook servers at both virtual machine

and container levels.

A high-level architecture of the implemented solution is shown in Figure 8. A MiCADO ADT has been prepared that describes the virtual

machines and containers running JupyterHub and Hadoop. After submitting the ADT, the MiCADO master creates the virtual machines in the

targeted cloud (in this case Amazon EC2) and deploys both components in Docker containers, encapsulated into Kubernetes pods. Following

deployment, users can log in to JupyterHub, start their ownworkspace, andwork with Apache Hadoop.

Scalability of Jupyter Notebook servers is also managed by the implemented solution. A scaling policy, described in the ADT, for Jupyter

Notebooks was developed, where MiCADO works alongside JupyterHub to scale Notebook servers at both virtual machine and container levels.

JupyterHub comeswith various spawners that manage the creation of Jupyter Notebook servers on the targeted computing resources. To support

automated scalability,weused theKubeSpawnerof JupyterHub that utilizesKubernetes8 todeploy and scale JupyterNotebooks Servers.However,

using the KubeSpawner has two notable disadvantages: (1) a Kubernetes cluster needs to be set up prior to the deployment of JupyterHub that

may, in some clouds, require significant expertise and effort; and (2) Kubernetes only scales at the level of containers while scaling virtual machines

under the Kubernetes cluster requires a differentmechanism, thatmay not be available in the targeted cloud. To overcome these shortcomings, we

combined the capabilities of the KubeSpawner withMiCADO, as illustrated in Figure 8. In the implemented solution, the KubeSpawner utilizes the

Kubernetes API running inside theMiCADOMaster andmanages the deployment and scaling of the containers hosting JupyterNotebook servers.

Additionally, the cloud orchestrator and policy keeper components inMiCADO are responsible for the deployment and scaling of virtual machines

hosting the Kubernetes cluster.

F I GURE 8 Scalable JupyterHubwith Apache Hadoop as a reference architecture deployed andmanaged byMiCADO
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A unique feature of MiCADO is that scaling policies are not fixed or preprogrammed11 but can be created dynamically by application devel-

opers. The policy keeper component of MiCADO takes a policy description in the ADT as input for handling the monitoring sources (Prometheus

exporters), the monitoring queries (Prometheus expressions), the monitoring alerts (Prometheus alerts) and the scaling rules (decision making in

Python). Therefore, custom scaling policies can be easily implemented without any major limitation. In the presented demonstrator, we created

a scaling policy for JupyterHub that scales the number of virtual machines hosting Jupyter Notebook servers. The objective was to demonstrate

that a meaningful scaling policy can be implemented in MiCADO for this scenario. However, comparing the efficiency of the scaling logic to other

alternatives was out of scope of this investigation.

The implemented scaling policy and the related scaling logic scales the number of virtual machines (MiCADO worker nodes) hosting user

workspaces (Jupyter Notebook servers) running as Kubernetes Pods. The scaling policy is based on the number of running workspaces per worker

node and executed periodically, every 15 s by default. If nodes become overloaded, meaning that the average number of workspaces running on

the nodes reaches a threshold, MiCADO issues an overloaded alert and deploys a newworker node. After this, KubeSpawner will start scheduling

workspaces to the newly created node to balance out the load. On the contrary, when the average number of workspaces per node falls below a

threshold, MiCADO tries to find a node to remove to spare resources.

A primary objective of the policy is to maintain users’ workloads noninterrupted when scaling down. Therefore, we check the nodes before

removing them, andweonly scaledownemptynodes.Unfortunately, asKubeSpawner instantiatesworkspacesonall available JupyterHubnodesby

default, we potentially have a race condition: KubeSpawnermay try creating a workspace on a node thatMiCADO tries removing from the cluster.

To eliminate this race condition, we disable scheduling on nodes (using the Kubernetes API) that are selected for potential removal from the cluster

(typically the least utilized node at the time of making the scaling down decision), and we only remove nodes that are empty and where scheduling

is disabled.

Based on the above, Prometheusmay issue any of the following three alerts in everymonitoring cycle.Overloaded alertmeans that the average

number of runningworkspaces for nodeswith scheduling enabled has increased above a predefined threshold. In this caseMiCADOneeds to scale

up. Therefore, it checkswhether there are any nodeswhere scheduling is disabled. If it finds such nodes, then itmakes themost utilized one schedu-

lable (to increase the chance of releasing less utilized nodes) and allows KubeSpawner to deploy newworkspaces on it. Otherwise, it deploys a new

node and makes it schedulable. Underloaded alert means that the average number of running workspaces for nodes with scheduling enabled has

fallen belowa threshold. In this case,MiCADOcounts the number of schedulable nodes. If this number is one, then no actionwill be taken (one node

will always remain schedulable to accept a potential newworkload). However, if the number of schedulable nodes is larger than one thenMiCADO

disables scheduling on the nodewith the smallest workload, marking it as a candidate for removal. Finally, unschedulable alertmeans that there is at

leastonenodewhere scheduling isdisabled. In this case,MiCADOchecksall suchnodes, and theemptyonesare removed fromthecluster.Graphical

representation of these algorithms is shown in Figure 9.

F I GURE 9 Scaling policies implemented inMiCADO
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F I GURE 10 Experimental results of the implemented JupyterHub scaling policy

The above-described solution was tested in an experimental scenario to observe the intended scaling behavior, as shown in Figure 10. Jupyter

Notebook Serverswere startedmanually from the deployed JupyterHub. Initially, one node hosting notebookswas started and becameoverloaded

at 12:34:47. As a result, a new nodewas started automatically. Following the continued creation of new notebooks, Prometheus fired another over-

loaded alert at 13:42:20 andMiCADOadded anotherworker node as a result. As load started to decrease, an underloaded alertwas fired for the first

time at 13:58:44. As a result, MiCADO found the least utilized node (node 3) and changed its status to scheduling disabled. As users continued to

leave the service, at 14:12:36 another underloaded alertwas fired, and the status of node 1was also changed to scheduling disabled. While nodes 1

and 3 had scheduling disabled status, Prometheus fired unschedulable alerts and MiCADO tried to remove those nodes from the cluster. However,

as both nodes had running workspaces, no further action was taken, and no new workspaces were scheduled on the un-schedulable nodes. When

workload increased again, and a new overloaded alertwas fired at 14:15:37,MiCADOselected themost utilized nodewith scheduling disabled (node

1) and enabled scheduling on it. Finally, as workload decreased again, a new underloaded alertwas fired at 14:23:41, and the two nodes (node 1 and

node 3) were finally destroyed at 14:24:41 and14:33:45, as they becameempty.Weemphasize, that one node, in this case node 2, always stays alive,

due to the implemented policy.

6.2 Reference architecture for the deployment of solar wind-driven empirical model for themiddle latitude
ionospheric storm-time response

TheNationalObservatoryofAthens (NOA)71 hasbuilt a solarwind-drivenempiricalmodel for themiddle latitude ionospheric storm-time response,

namely the storm-time ionospheric model (STIM).72 The model forecasts ionospheric storm effects at middle latitudes triggered by solar wind dis-

turbances. It collects near-real-time datasets describing the solar wind conditions in the Earth’s vicinity from a number of sources in variable data

formats and temporal resolutions. It homogenizes and resamples data at a standard temporal resolution. Finally, an empirical model analyses tem-

poral variations of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) parameters, detects intervals of ionospheric storms, and stores the relevant data in an

appropriate relational database schema.

A high-level architecture of the implemented model is shown in Figure 11. As input, the model receives IMF parameters obtained in

real-time from themagnetometer (MAG) instruments onboard advanced composition explorer (ACE) spacecraft or deep space climate observatory

(DSCOVR) mission, with the purpose to assess the solar wind conditions at L1 Lagrangian point. The model runs as a crontab task every 5min and

monitors a number of online resources providing ionospheric data in various temporal windows (5min, 2 h, 6 h, 1 day, 3 days, 7 days) and at various

temporal resolutions (1m,1 h).

Data input is provided as both JSON and/or custom ASCII formatted information. The model parses both input types and serial-

izes records in a common format (Python Pydantic serializing library). Data is then transformed into database ready records (Python

SQLAlchemy ORM model), further cleaned, and stored into temporary MySQL database tables. Finally, aggregate queries are used

to calculate 1 h resolution values and store/update the appropriate database tables. Metadata information regarding the sources is

also stored.

Whenupdated input information is available, a storedprocedure (ionospherestormprocedure) is triggeredby themodel. Theprocedureapplies

empirical thresholding rules on the input data to issue an alert and forecast ionospheric storms which are then stored in the database. When cer-

tain criteria are met, critical values are initialized and further updated on each run until the incident is considered closed. Finally, using the stored

results and further external ionospheric data (i.e., 30-day running median estimates of key ionospheric parameters that are representative of nor-

mal ionospheric variation), the forecasted local ionospheric storm-time variation for the next hours is calculated. The calculations are basedon a set

of empirical expressions. Their implementation is driven by the latitude of the observational point and its local time at the time of the alert. More

precisely, the model distinguishes two latitudinal zones (one for latitudes less than 45degrees and one for latitudes greater than 45degrees) and
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F I GURE 11 High-level architecture of the STIMmodel

four local time sectors (morning, prenoon, afternoon, evening) to identify the proper one among the total of eight empirical expressions anticipated.

Ionospheric storm-related results are also stored in the database.

The current version of the STIM model is deployed in the NOA local computing environment. As such, the access is restricted to local

users, and the deployment is complex and time consuming. Additionally, extending/replacing the current command line interface with a more

convenient solution, for example, facilitating access from Jupyter Notebook73 or a custom user interface, requires further work and significant

expertise. In order to overcome these limitations, a reference architecture has been developed, incorporating the STIMmodel, aMySQL Server and

JupyterHub.74 Based on the concept presented in Section 4, such reference architecture can be selected from the reference architecture repos-

itory and deployed automatically on a wide range of cloud infrastructures, significantly reducing complexity and supporting easy portability and

instantiation.

The reference architecture is illustrated in Figure 12. The STIMmodel contains the model codebase alongside all the required configurations.

The MySQL server hosts a database with all model-related data. JupyterHub is the programming interface that provides access to both the STIM

model and thedatabase.Eachof thesecomponents isdeployed inDocker containersencapsulated intoKubernetespods.Theentire referencearchi-

tecture is described in an ADT and deployed by MiCADO. MySQL data is stored in MiCADOworkers using persistent volumes, while JupyterHub

data is in an external network file system (NFS).

After deployment, the user can log in to JupyterHub and start a Notebook server. Jupyter console can be used to SSH to the STIM

model, check its status, or execute it on-demand. Jupyter Notebooks support querying the MySQL database, creating graphs and analyzing

the results.

For testing purposes, the STIM reference architecture was deployed by MiCADO. Figure 13 illustrates the graphical outputs of a sam-

ple query executed on-demand from Jupyter Notebook. The aforementioned query requests datasets describing the Solar Wind conditions

for a given date/time interval (i.e., 2019–06-14T00:00:00 to 2019–06-15T00:00:00), and returns the total magnitude and the x, y, and

z components of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) in a multiline plot. The above query also identifies IMF disturbances detected

by the model over time to be related with ionospheric storms, and in such case, a semitransparent vertical zone depicts the disturbed

interval.

To provide embedded e-learning support in the form of learning paths, the science case and its reference architecture are also described

in the SMARTEST knowledge repository, as illustrated in Figure 14. The top graph connects the science case (STIM investigation) with learning
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F I GURE 12 Deployment of the STIM reference architecture

F I GURE 13 Sample query results from the STIMmodel using Jupyter Notebook
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F I GURE 14 Learning paths of the STIM case study in SMARTEST

curves (STIM learning material) and the reference architecture (STIM reference architecture). The two graphs in the middle show the learning

paths for the related science concepts (left hand side) and the implemented reference architecture (right hand side). Nodes are used to describe

research topics, learning material and reference architectures, while relationships between nodes are described as edges. SMARTEST also allows

linking a node of one graph to an entirely different graph, in order to represent different levels of abstraction of related concepts. Such a fea-

ture is used to link the nodes on the top of Figure 14 to the graphs of the learning material and the reference architecture. This initial description

of the STIM science case provides the first implementation of the three conceptual views introduced in Figure 2: the matchmaking among a

science case, a reference architecture and some learning material on the science case, including, for example, the location and nature of the

data sources.

SMARTEST supports the e-learning process in the following way: First, the learner is presented with an overview of the structure of the con-

cepts and the related learning paths. This is displayed in nodes, which contain the links to the learning material and the edges which represent the

relationships between the various concepts. The learner can start navigating the graph at any point. However, an entry node is usually provided as a

recommended first step. The learner follows the relationship between the graphs and the nodes. As an example, she/he would start with the graph

at the top of Figure 14 and open either the node marked as STIM Learning Material to investigate the theoretical aspects, or the node marked as

STIM reference architecture to learn about the technical details of the implementation.Once a node is clicked, it leads automatically to the selected

graph (middle layer of Figure 14) where the learner can navigate through the different topics. For example, the graph on the left-hand side of the

middle layer displays a learning path related to STIMdata. The learner’s journey commences by studying STIM learningmaterial first, looking at the

content of the node “STIM data”. The edge from this node to the subsequent node (“ACE Satellite”) on this learning curve indicates the relationship

between these concepts, namely that STIM Data come from the ACE Satellite. Finally, the learner is guided to investigate the content of the node
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“Lagrange 1 point”. For each node a list of external links to learning material is offered on the right-hand side of the GUI, and the learner can also

mark the node as understood (or not yet understood) to reflect her/his progress (bottom layer of Figure 14). If the learner requires any additional

information, SMARTEST offers the possibility of sending amessage specific to the node to the creator of the content.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a novel concept of a science gateway framework based on cloud-based reference architectures with embedded e-learning

support. The proposed framework goes significantly beyond the state of the art of science gateways by allowing the creation, publication, selection

and execution of reference architectures that can each incorporate various components, from end-user interfaces to complex analytical, optimiza-

tion or simulationmodules, anddata accessmechanisms.Oncedeployed, reference architectures canbeutilizedby scientists as on-demand science

gateways. Additionally, the framework incorporates a Knowledge repository exchange and learning module that provides structured and flexible

e-learning support for various user profiles.

The implementation of the framework is currently ongoing in the PITHIA-NRF project, utilizing building blocks of open-source technologies,

implemented in previous and ongoing projects. To provide evidence for the feasibility of the proposed framework, a couple of case studies have

been implemented and presented in the paper, demonstrating the automated deployment,multilevel autoscaling and embedded e-learning support

capabilities of the framework.

Future work will concentrate on both the technical implementation of the framework in the form of the PITHIA-NRF e-Science Center, and

further refinement of the various building blocks to provide higher level automation andmore flexibility to users. Some components (e.g., e-Science

CenterGUI, referencearchitecture composer) need tobe fully implemented,whileothers, suchasusermanagement, repositoryhandling, reference

architecture launching and instantiation, require refinement and integration. On the other hand, significant research challenges are also ahead of

us, demandingmore investigation. For example, supporting the automated composition of reference architectures from individualmicroservices or

reference architecture fragments, or the automated generation of learning graphs related to a particular reference architecture, are some of the

many challenges.
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